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Azrael Vol 1 Fallen Angel
A two-volume work, first published in 1879,
examining the origins and decline of belief in
demons across the world.
Bruce Wayne is out of commission, but Batman must
continue! A new era begins as a new Batman arrives
in Gotham City. Bruce Wayne, battle-broken and
unavailable for field duty after an epic showdown
with Bane, has appointed a new Dark Knight as his
temporary surrogate. Jean-Paul Valley (a.k.a.
Azrael) has assumed the role of the Caped
Crusader, but without his mentorÕs integrity and
experience, he quickly spins out of control. His
undisciplined behavior is especially worrisome to
both Robin and Commissioner Gordon. The fourth
installment of the Batman: Knightfall saga, Batman:
Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 1 collects Detective
Comics #667-670, Robin #1-2, Batman: Shadow of
the Bat #19-20, Batman #501-504 and Catwoman
#6-7, plus bonus material!
Once upon a time, Jude, the son of the Fallen Angel,
was the greatest power in Bete Noire - before being
brought low. Now he serves the needs of others
while angrily remembering his glory days. But that
may be about to change with the arrival of the
ageless individual for whom Bete Noire was
originally named - Enoch, Son of Cain, has come to
the city that Shapes the World, claiming that he's
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capable of restoring Jude to his former glory... but
what will be the cost to Jude... to the Fallen Angel...
and to the rest of the world?
The Dark Knight. The Boy Wonder. The Dynamic
Duo. Together, Batman and Robin have kept the
streets of Gotham City safe-while the boy beneath
the mask, Dick Grayson, has kept Bruce Wayne
from a lonely life of brooding darkness. But when a
bullet fired from the Joker's gun nearly clips Robin's
wings for good, their partnership is severed, and
Batman resumes his war on crime alone. But he's
not alone for long. When Batman first meets a tough
kid named Jason Todd, the boy is more criminal than
crimefighter. But from that first encounter, a powerful
new bond is forged. The Dark Knight sees Jason's
potential to be a hero-as well as the rage and
revenge that torment him. The Batman has found his
new Robin. Can Gotham's greatest hero help his
protege fly right? Discover the origin of one of
comics' most controversial characters in BATMAN:
SECOND CHANCES-collecting the earliest
adventures of Jason Todd, the second Robin, from
the minds of legendary creators Max Allan Collins,
Jim Starlin, Jim Aparo, Dave Cockrum, Denys
Cowan, Norm Breyfogle, Jo Duffy and more! Collects
BATMAN #402-403, #408-416 and BATMAN
ANNUAL #11.
Azrael
When four female angels were created for the
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archangels Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Azrael, a
chaos spurned by jealousy erupted, and the
archesses were secreted to Earth. The four favored
archangels followed, prompting a search that has
lasted millennia. But for Uriel, the former Archangel
of vengeance, the search ends the moment he lays
eyes on Eleanor Granger, his one true archess. Can
he protect her from the danger lying in wait for her and win her heart?
The beginning of one of the most controversial
comics characters of all time. ThereÕs a new hero in
BatmanÕs world, whether the Dark Knight likes it or
not! Jean-Paul Valley has just been told by his dying
father that his family is part of an ancient secret
society known as The Order of St. Dumas-and that
he is the latest in a long line of deadly assassins!
Now with his psychological conditioning complete,
Valley has been transformed from a computer
science major into the unstoppable weapon known
as Azrael. But when he is forced to target the heroic
Batman, he starts to question his life and duty.
Legendary creators Dennis OÕNeil and Joe
Quesada are joined by comic industry superstars
Barry Kitson, James Pascoe, and Kevin Nowlan.
AZRAEL VOL.1 FALLEN ANGEL collects BATMAN:
SWORD OF AZRAEL #1-4, SHOWCASE Õ94 #10,
and AZRAEL #1-7.
In these moody 1990s tales, Batman emerges from the
shadows to battle corruption in Gotham City, and to face foes
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including Killer Croc, The Scarecrow, Mr. Freeze, Two-Face
and more. These tales by the classic Batman creative team of
writer Doug Moench and artist Kelley Jones include guestappearances by Nightwing, Robin, Deadman and Swamp
Thing. Collects BATMAN #515-525, 527-532 and 535.
#1 New York Times Bestseller The villainous Bane breaks the
Bat in one of the most popular and well-known Batman tales!
The inmates of Arkham Asylum have broken free and Batman
must push himself to the limits to re-apprehend the Joker,
Poison Ivy, the Riddler, Killer Croc and more. Pushed to the
limits, he comes face-to-face against the monstrosity known
as Bane, who delivers a crippling blow destined to change the
Caped Crusader forever!
Batman isnÕt the only masked crusader in town-and Arkham
Asylum has many, many cells beyond those detaining the
Penguin, the Joker, and Poison Ivy. But this is not the dark,
dismal Arkham Asylum of old-this modern Arkham is run by
the son of the original founder, Jeremiah Arkham. He is
determined to improve on his fatherÕs methods, and in doing
so walks perilously close to the abyss of madness himself.
Can Jeremiah cure the Dark Knight when Batman is
committed to Arkham for killing a cop? Writer ALAN GRANT
(DETECTIVE COMICS) joins artists TIM SALE (BATMAN:
THE LONG HALLOWEEN), NORM BREYFOGLE (BATMAN),
and more in these stories about the men and women in
shadow-the shadow of the Bat! Collects BATMAN: THE
SHADOW OF THE BAT #1-12!
Surely you've lain awake at night to ponder life beyond time?
Or dreamed restlessly of those multi-honored beast of
Revelation? Or became frustrated because you don't know
how to properly use your athame? How about all those times
you came across a theological word that battered your brain?
No problem. History and Mystery: The Complete
Eschatological Encyclopedia of Prophecy, Apocalypticism,
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Mythos, and Worldwide Dynamic Theology has arrived, Here,
just for you, are four volumes of exhaustive information that
every student, teacher and interested person everywhere
needs to know. Over 8000 defined words and phrases, 60
exploratory essays, and mini-sections of relational materials
await. Before you know it, you'll be the best informed reader
in your neighborhood and most of the next state over.
Volume Three: Batman comes back to reclaim his place as
protector of Gotham, but first he needs to take care of Jean
Paul Valley who has gone insane since taking over.
After a tumultuous period-including being replaced by Azrael
and a deadly contagion hitting Gotham City-Batman’s back
to business in this collection of stories by the fan-favorite
creative team of Chuck Dixon and Graham Nolan, the
creators of Bane! As Batman reels from the aftermath of the
Final Night, the Riddler and Cluemaster unite for a uniquely
vexing attack-and then Gunhawk and Deathstroke come to
town! After all of that, if anything’s left of Gotham, Firefly
might just burn it to the ground. Collects Detective Comics
#703-718.
It begins with the return of the Apocalypse Plague-a deadly
disease that infected Gotham City and almost killed Robinnow in an even more virulent form. Batman, Robin, Nightwing
and even Catwoman must find out the origin of this ancient
virus before it is released worldwide. Their travels take them
from the heart of Gotham halfway around the world to Sudan,
where two of their greatest enemies are revealed to be the
masterminds of this wicked plot. The stakes have never been
this high and the question remains: Will Batman and his allies
stop a relic of the past from dooming mankind’s future? Now,
for the first time ever, get the complete BATMAN: LEGACY
storyline along with never-before-collected chapters that
reveal the architects of the outbreak in BATMAN: LEGACY!
Collects BATMAN #533, BATMAN SHADOW OF THE BAT
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#53, CATWOMAN #33-35, DETECTIVE COMICS #697-700
and ROBIN #31.
Graphic novel.
The Batman tales that tie into the epic ÒZero HourÓ storyline
are now finally collected into one graphic novel in BATMAN:
ZERO HOUR! Time is collapsing in on itself. The villainous
Extant has ushered in a series of black holes that are
swallowing the universe-past, present and future! The Batfamily, like everyone else in the DC Universe, has seen time
loops affect their lives. The result? The return of Barbara
Gordon as Batgirl, teenage Dick Grayson as Robin, and
Bruce WayneÕs parents, Thomas and Martha Wayne. Then,
after the crisis in time as been averted, new details about the
origins of Batman, Robin and Catwoman are revealed.
Legendary comics writers Chuck Dixon, Archie Goodwin,
Alan Grant and Doug Moench team up with veteran Batman
artists Graham Nolan, Jim Balent, Bret Blevins and more to
present the Dark Knight stories tying into the classic ZERO
HOUR event, now collected here for the first time! Collects
BATMAN #0, #511; BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #0,
#31; DETECTIVE COMICS #0, #678; CATWOMAN #0, #74;
BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #0; and
ROBIN #0, #10.
A science experiment gone terribly wrong, a killer searching
for atonement, a fugitive on the run, a vigilante delivering
extreme justice...and a Spider-Man?! When the imperfect
clone of Peter Parker, former supervillain Kaine, attempts to
start his life over, he relocates to Houston...and promptly
stumbles upon an international human trafficking ring! But
lacking the moral fiber and heroic constitution of his genetic
twin Peter Parker, Kaine must decide between action and
apathy and define his own brand of justice in the process as
the Scarlet Spider! And finding himself on the wrong side of
the merciless Assasins' Guild, will the all-new Scarlet Spider
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fight to protect the citizens of Houston - or just leave his
adoptive city to fend for itself? COLLECTING: Scarlet Spider
1-6, material from Marvel Point One
Michael Lane is an ex-police officer recruited to take part in a
secret program to train a replacement for Batman - but was
drafted by the Order of Purity to take on the mantle of Azrael,
God's sword of justice. Now he carries out an 'eye for an eye'
style of justice in Gotham city.
After discovering Batman's identity, Tim Drake must now
endure months of intensive physical training before he can
publicly debut as the Caped Crusader's new partner. Given
an all-new hi-tech costume and the encouragement of former
Robin Dick Grayson, Tim is finally ready to don the identity he
was born for: Robin! But when his parents are kidnapped by
the Obeah Man will Batman be able to save them or will
tragedy find Tim Drake? Then, Robin must survive a final
baptism by fire as he travels overseas to learn martial arts
from one of the world's greatest fighters-the deadly Lady
Siva. Flying solo for the first time, he comes across a
diabolical plot by Batman's old enemy King Snake and must
prove that he is worthy of the mantle of Robin! ROBIN:
REBORN collects in chronological order for the first time ever
BATMAN #455-457, DETECTIVE COMICS #618-621, and
ROBIN #1-5. Detailing the journey of fan favorite Tim Drake's
transformation into Robin are classic comic creators ALAN
GRANT( BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT), CHUCK DIXON
(NIGHTWING), NORM BREYFOGLE (BATMAN BEYOND)
and TOM LYLE (STARMAN)!
After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S.
government has deemed Gotham City as uninhabitable and
ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those
that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a
citywide turf war inwhich the strongest prey on the weak. As
gangs terrorize the ravaged populace, the Scarecrow uses a
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church relief project as a real life lab to test his experiments in
fear. But with the return of the vigilante, Batman, and the
appearance of anenigmatic new Batgirl, justice returns to
Gotham. BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND VOL. 1 is the first
chapter in the monumental crossover event that changed
Gotham City and the Dark Knight forever. Collects BATMAN:
NO MAN'S LAND #1, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT
#83-86, BATMAN #563-566, DETECTIVE COMICS
#730-733, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE BAT #51-55, BATMAN:
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #117-118 and BATMAN
CHRONICLES #16.
Happiness is a new PEANUTS collection, Charlie Brown! The
whole gang is back in this third volume, featuring brand-new
original stories from a variety of writers and artists, as well as
classic strips from the legendary Charles M. Schulz. Join the
Flying Ace, Linus, Pig-Pen, Schroeder, Sally, Marcie,
Franklin, Peppermint Patty, Rerun, and more of your favorite
characters in this curated medley of humorous stories that
takes readers from the pitcher's mound to the tip-top of
Snoopy's doghouse.

Bane, the man destined to one day destroying the
Batman has his sights set on taking over Gotham City!
The event that changed Batman's world forever kicks off
with this new volume, including never before collected
material in BATMAN: PRELUDE TO KNIGHTFALL.
Bane has spent a lifetime on the South American island
of Santa Prisca. The time he spent as the toughest
inmate in their worst prison led him to develop berserk
strength, savage intellect, and unparalleled
megalomania. In Gotham City, Batman begins to feel he
has lost his edge as he is forced to deal, in rapid
succession, with the returning villain Black Mask and his
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gang a crazed killer called Metalhead, and a
sharpshooter assassin hired by an imprisoned mobster
to murder Commissioner Gordon. Part of a massive 25th
anniversary re-cut of the entire BATMAN: KNIGHTFALL
saga, this graphic novel, collects BATMAN:
VENGEANCE OF BANE #1, BATMAN #484-491,
DETECTIVE COMICS #654-658.
Tobias thought sequestering himself alone on a
mountaintop would protect his ravaged heart, but even
he can't deny the passion of an unearthly love. Tobias
had gotten so used to living in perfect-if lonely-solitude
that nothing outside an act of god could have driven him
back out into the world. After a childhood filled with
monstrous cruelty in the guise of piousness and the
swift, brutal loss of his truest love, he dragged his
bruised and beaten heart off into the wilderness. He
thought that he was finding safety in isolation, but love
has a way of sneaking past even the most well-guarded
fortress. Enter Azrael. The naked and unconscious man
Tobias finds in the surrounding woods is more than
mysterious with fallen angel looks that are more than just
coincidence. Azrael spent centuries on Earth ushering
lost souls back through those heavenly gates. His
sacrifice takes a toll and he longs to return to the
gracious arms of his heavenly brethren. Before he's
granted entrance, Azrael is given one final task: save the
soul of Tobias, a lost and brokenhearted mortal. As
Tobias teaches Azrael the many delights of human
appetite, the two men find themselves falling more
deeply into each other's hearts. But will a human
existence ever be enough for a fallen angel? Can Tobias
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accept that even the most scarred and broken heart has
hope of healing? The Angel's Fall is a gay romance
novel with earthy sex scenes. Traversing both the
ecstasy and the agony of love's landscape, two men
must confront their own diametrically opposed histories
in order to save their future. Perhaps, there could be
heaven on earth.
A serial killer is loose in Gotham. He has no pattern, and
he leaves no clues for the police or Batman to follow.
The only certainty is that he will strike again. Acclaimed
writer Dwayne McDuffie (STATIC SHOCK, TV's Justice
League Unlimited) and artists Val Semeiks (DC ONE
MILLION, LOBO) and Dan Green (JUSTICE LEAGUE
OF AMERICA, Wolverine) present a team-up like no
other with BATMAN: BLINK, collecting BATMAN:
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #156-158 and
#164-167!
Barely recovered from his injuries at the hands of the
villain Bane, Bruce Wayne approaches longtime ward
Dick Grayson to take on the mantle of Batman. The
KNIGHTFALL saga continues with BATMAN:
PRODIGAL, collecting this long-out-of-print classic
Batman tale. After the game-changing events of
Knightfall, Bruce Wayne asks Dick Grayson, now the
hero known as Nightwing, to take his place while he
recovers and reexamines his quest for justice. As
Batman, Dick will learn the responsibility and pressure
that his former mentor Bruce Wayne bore as the Dark
Knight. But when the maniacal Two-Face returns, the
new Batman must overcome his childhood demons to
defeat the first villain he ever faced! Part of a massive
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25th anniversary recut of the entire Batman: Knightfall
saga, this graphic novel Collects Batman #512-514,
Batman: Shadow of The Bat #32-34, Robin #0, 11-13
and Detective Comics #679-681. Collect the complete
Knightfall Saga, now re-cut in its entirety for the first time
ever! Batman: Prelude to Knightfall Batman: Knightfall
Vol. 1 Batman: Knightfall Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest:
The Crusade Vol. 1 Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade
Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The Search Batman:
Knightsend Batman: Prodigal Batman: Troika
BATMAN: THE SWORD OF AZRAEL depicts the origin
of Jean Paul Valley, the man who one day replaces
Bruce Wayne as Batman. The descendant of holy
warriors, Jean Paul is forced into using his ancestral
superpowers and abilities to become Azrael, the
avenging angel of an ancient cult. But when the Order of
St. Dumas targets Batman, Azrael begins to question his
life and duty. After working alongside the Dark Knight to
defeat the deadly demon that threatens the ancient cult,
Azrael turns his back on the Order and leaves to train
under the tutelage of Batman. However, after losing the
mantle of the Bat, will Jean Paul turn back to his life of
brutality?
"Batman: Through the Looking Glass takes the Dark
Knight on a journey into the mythical realm known only
as Wonderland!"--Jacket.
Continuing from Batman- Knightquest- The Crusade Vol.
2, the next chapter in the saga of Bruce Wayne begins in
the never before collected, Batman- Knightquest- The
Search. Still recovering from his devastating encounter
with Bane, and utilizing specially designed
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accoutrements, Bruce Wayne and Alfred are on the trail
of Robin's father and Shondra Kinsolving, both
kidnapped by a mysterious new foe lurking in the
shadows. Shondra may be the only person on Earth who
can repair Bruce's badly damaged body. To rescue her,
he will have to push himself mentally and physically
before it is too late. Part of a massive 25th anniversary
recut of the entire Batman- Knightfallsaga, this graphic
novel collects Justice League Task Force#5-6, BatmanShadow of The Bat#21-23, Batman- Legends of The
Dark Knight#59-61 and Robin#7.

"Batman: The Sword of Azrael" depicts the origin of
Jean Paul Valley, the man who one day replaces
Bruce Wayne as Batman. The descendant of holy
warriors, Jean Paul is forced into using his ancestral
superpowers and abilities to become Azrael, the
avenging angel of an ancient cult. But when the
Order of St. Dumas targets Batman, Azrael begins to
question his life and duty. After working alongside
the Dark Knight to defeat the deadly demon that
threatens the ancient cult, Azrael turns his back on
the Order and leaves to train under the tutelage of
Batman. However, after losing the mantle of the Bat,
will Jean Paul turn back to his life of brutality?
Psylocke finds herself in the new world of
Mutantkind, unsure of her place in it. But when a
face from her past returns only to be killed, she
seeks help from others who feel similarly to get
vengeance. COLLECTING: FALLEN ANGELS
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(2019) 1-6
The book presents a comprehensive theologically
sound, captivating, and believable set of stories from
Adam to Jesus. It portrays God's prophets as the
heroes they were, possessed of the most stellar of
human traits, exemplary in every aspect of their
being. "God's Emissaries" weaves together every
Quranic verse and every plausible tradition that has
come down to us from Prophet Muhammad (SAWA)
and His family into an epic story of God's tireless
efforts to guide humankind.
One of Grant Morrison's most controversial and
trippiest and abstract comic book titles! Follow the
adventures of The Invisibles, a secret organization
out to battle against physical and psychic oppression
brought upon humanity by the interdimensional alien
gods of the Archons of Outer Church! Collects THE
INVISIBLES #1-12, ABSOLUTE VERTIGO #1.
Collects comics by one of the most legendary writers
in the history of the Dark Knight, featuring stories
with the "caped crusader" battling such enemies as
Manhunter, Two-Face, and Talia Al Ghul.
Michael Lane searches for redemption as the new
Azrael. When a hired killer comes to Gotham
seeking revenge for crimes committed decades ago,
Azrael faces an impossible conflict - what if God's
justice forced him to claim one of God's servants?
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